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NO. 2672A TRANSFORMER A.T.&T.CO. 
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Hybrid transformer of the transmission line type. 
Consists of two toroidal transformers, one resistor, and one capacitor 

which are mounted on a mounting plate and covered by a shield can 
soldered to the mounting plate by three staked terminals which are 
provided on the can. 

Equipped with three ports, two No. 612A coaxial jack ports, and one 510A 
coaxial plug port, each having an impedance level of 75 OHMS. 

Port 1 is a coaxial plug input port; ports 2 and 3 are coaxial jack con
jugate output ports and each has 3 dB loss with respect to the input 
port. 

Typical values of loss between ports 1 and 2 or ports 1 and 3 are 3.09, 
3.10, 3.10, 3.16, and 3.18 dB for 1, 3, 10, 51, and 72 MHz, respectively. 

Trans-hybrid loss between port s 2 and 3 is typically 39, 48, 48, 35, and 34 
dB for 1, 3, 10, 51, and 72 MHz, respectively . 

Return loss at port 1 is typically 30, 33, 35, 35, and 31 db for 1, 3, 10, 51, 
and 72 MHz, respectively. 

Return loss at ports 2 and 3 is typically 30, 37, 43, 36, and 32 dB for 1, 3, 
10, 51, and 72 MHz, respectively. 

Designed so that when used with No. 2671A transformer, 4 to 1, or 8 to 1, 
splitting or combining hybrid arrays may be built by directly plugging 
individual transformers together . 

Arranged for panel mounting by means of two rivnuts flush mounted on 
the bottom of the can which accommodate 0.112 inch-40 screws. 

Initial use : J68919BA & BB L5 Line Connecting Circuits. 
Recommended for use in place of F-58856 transformer. 
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